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第 1 部「窓」，（約 127 頁），第一次大戦前の９月の中頃，午後から夜。 
第２部「時はゆく」，（約 18 頁）第一次大戦をふくむ 10 年間 






















‘ Yes, of course, if it’s fine to-morrow,’ said Mrs. Ramsay.
‘ But you’ll have to be up with the lark,’ she added. 
    To her son these words conveyed an extraordinary joy, as if it were settled the expedition were bound to take place, 
and the wonder to which he had looked forward, for years and years it seemed, was, after a night’s darkness and a day’s 
sail, within touch. Since he belonged, even at the age of six, to that great clan which cannot keep this feeling separate 
from that, but must let future prospects, with their joys and sorrows, cloud what is actually at hand, since to such people 
even in earliest childhood any turn in the wheel of sensation has the power to crystallise and transfix the moment upon 
which its gloom or radiance rests, James Ramsay , sitting on the floor cutting out pictures from the illustrated catalogue 











‘But,’ said his father, stopping in front of the drawing-room window, ‘it won’t be fine.’  （Ibid., p.8）
(「しかし」客間の窓のまん前で足をとめて父親は言った。「あしたの天気はまずいぞ」) （Ibid., p.6） 
Had there been an axe handy, a poker, or any weapon that would have gashed a hole in his father’s breast and killed 
him, there and then, James would have seized it  (Ibid., p.8) 
（もしあたりに手斧が，火かき棒が，何でもよい父親の胸にあなをぶちぬいて殺すことの出来るものがあっ
たなら，ジェイムズは，やにわに，それを掴んだであろう。）(Ibid., p6) 
What he said was true. It was always true. He was incapable of untruth; never tampered with a fact; never altered a 
disagreeable word to suit the pleasure or convenience of any mortal being, least of all of his own children, who, sprung 







知させておかねばならないのだ。)  (Ibid., p.6) 
 ラムゼイ氏の性格と妻にたいする考えが次の文章から理解出来る。
There wasn’t the slightest possible chance that they could go to the Lighthouse to-morrow, Mr. Ramsay snapped out 
irascibly. 
 How did he know? She asked. The wind often changed. The extraordinary irrationality of her remark, the folly of 
women’s minds enraged him. He had ridden through the valley of death, been shattered and shivered; and now she flew 









‘No, going to the Lighthouse, James,’ he said, as he stood by the window, speaking awkwardly, but trying in deference 
to Mrs.Ramsay to soften his voice into some semblance of geniality at least. 





けるのだろう，と夫人は思った。)  (Ibid., p.19) 
 
‘Perhaps you will wake up and find the sun shining and the birds singing,’ she said compassionately, smoothing the 
little boy’s hair, for her husband, with his caustic saying that it would not be fine, had dashed his spirits she could see. 
This going to the Lighthouse was a passion of his, she saw, and then, as if her husband had not said enough, with his 











But he kept looking back over his shoulder as Mildred carried him out, and she was certain that he was thinking, we 
are not going to the Lighthouse to-morrow; and she thought, he will remember that all his life.  (Ibid.,ｐ.68) 
（しかしミルドレッドにつれて行かれながら，頭をうしろに向けたまま，こちらを見ておりました。明日燈
台へはゆかないと考えつづけていたにちがいないのです。そして彼は一生，そのことをおぼえているにちが
いありません。)  (Ibid., p.79) 
 
 No, she thought, putting together some of the pictures he had cut out ʊ a refrigerator, a mowing machine, a 
gentleman in evening dress ʊchildren never forget. For this reason, it was so important what one said, and what one 






ｗhich had lasted now half an hour and had taken its place soothingly in the scale of sounds pressing on top of her, 
such as the tap of balls upon bats, the sharp, sudden bark now and then, ‘How's that? How's that? of the children playing 










One moment more, with her head raised, she listened, as if she waited for some habitual sound, some regular 
mechanical sound; and then, hearing something rhythmical, half said, half chanted, beginning in the garden, as her 
husband beat up and down the terrace, something between a croak and a song, she was soothed once more, assured 












 but like a ghostly roll of drums remorselessly beat the measure of life, made one think of the destruction of the island 
and its engulfment in the sea, and warned her whose day had slipped past in one quick doing after another that it was all 
ephemeral as a rainbow - this sound which had been obscured and concealed under the other sounds suddenly thundered 




怖の衝動で眼をあげた。） (Ibid., p.20-21) 
ラムゼイ家に滞在し，窓辺に坐るラムゼイ夫人と息子ジエイムズをモデルに絵を描いているリリーの印象
風景が語られていく。
 Directly one looked up and saw them, what she called `being in love’ flooded them. They became part of that unreal 
but penetrating and exciting universe which is the world seen through the eyes of love. The sky stuck to them; the birds 
sang through them. And, what was even more exciting, she felt, too, as she saw Mr.Ramsay bearing down and retreating, 
and Mrs. Ramsay sitting with James in the window and the cloud moving and the tree bending, how life, from being 
made up of little separate incidents which one lived one by one, became curled and whole like a wave which bore one 




















He said nothing. He took opium. The children said he had stained his beard yellow with it. Perhaps. What was obvious 
to her was that the poor man was unhappy, came to them every year as an escape; and yet every year, she felt the same 
thing; he did not trust her. She said,‘I am going to the town. Shall I get you stamps, paper, tobacco? and she felt him 















  Always, Mrs.Ramsay felt, one helped oneself out of solitude reluctantly by laying hold of some little odd or end, 
some sound, some sight. She listened, but it was all very still; cricket was over; the children were in their baths; there 
was only the sound of the sea. She stopped knitting; she held the long reddish-brown stocking dangling in her hands a 
moment. She saw the light again. With some irony in her interrogation, for when one woke at all, one’s relations 
changed, she looked at the steady light, the pitiless, the remorseless, which was so much her, yet so little her, which had 
her at its back and call (she woke in the night and saw it bent across their bed, stroking the floor), but for all that she 
thought, watching it with fascination, hypnotised, as if it were stroking with its silver fingers some sealed vessel in her 
brain whose bursting would flood her with delight, she had known happiness, exquisite happiness, intense happiness, 
and it silvered the rough waves a little more brightly, as daylight faded, and the blue went out of the sea and it rolled in 
waves of pure lemon which curved and swelled and broke upon the beach and the ecstasy burst in her eyes and waves 
ヴァージニア・ウルフの『燈台へ』に見る小説技法としての「円環」について
― ―
































[Prue Ramsay, leaning on her father’s arm, was given in marriage that May. What, people said, could have been more 
fitting? And, they added, how beautiful she looked!]   (Ibid., p.143) 
([ブルー・ラムゼイは，父の腕によりそい，その年の五月に新郎に引きわたされた。人々は，これ以上お似
合いの夫婦があろうかと噂し，花嫁がどんなに美しかったかを語り合った。])  ｐ・174 
 
[Prue Ramsay died that summer in some illness connected with childbirth, which was indeed a tragedy, people said. 




幸福にふさわしい人はないのにと，嘆いた。] ） (Ibid., p.175) 
[Mr.Ramsay stumbling along a passage stretched his arms out one dark morning, but, Mrs.Ramsay having died rather 
suddenly the night before, he stretched his arms out. They remained empty.]  (Ibid., p.140) 
([ラムゼイ氏は，朝まだほのぐらい時，廊下をよろめき通りながら，両腕をさしのべた。しかし，ラムゼイ




All of a sudden, would Mrs. McNab see that the house was ready, one of the young ladies wrote: would she get this 
done; would she get that done; all in a hurry. They might be coming for the summer, had left everything to the last; 
expected to find things as they had left them. Slowly and painfully, with broom and pail, mopping, scouring, Mrs. 
McNab, Mrs. Bast stayed the corruption and the rot; rescued from the pool of Time that was fast closing over them now 
















 10 年振りで別荘を訪れたリリーは，ラムゼイ夫人の死による消失感を強く感じ，「中心を完全な空白」  
( a centre of complete emptiness) と述べている。現実にラムゼイ夫人の坐っていた客間の前の石段は空っぽな
のだが，リリーのイメージの中には「紫色の三角形」としてジエイムズに本を読んでいる姿が今でも浮かん








the taste and smell that places have after long absence possessing her, the candles wavering in her eyes, she had lost 
herself and gone under. It was a wonderful night, starlit; the waves sounded as they went upstairs; the moon surprised 
them, enormous, pale, as they passed the staircase window. She had slept at once.  (Ibid., p.163) 
(久しぶりにおとずれたこの家の味と匂いは，リリーの心を奪い，ろうそくの光は目にちらちらちらついて，
気が遠くなった。星のまたたく，素晴しい夜であった。二階の寝室に行くとき，波のひびきがきこえた。月
は，階段の窓を過ぎるときみんながびっくりしたほど，巨大で青白かった。リリーはすぐに寝入った。)  (Ibid., 
p.198) 
 
for she could not, this first morning with the Ramsays, contract her feelings, could only make a phrase resound to 
cover the blankness of her mind until these vapours had shrunk. For really, what did she feel, come back after all these 






Mrs. Ramsay had given. Giving, giving, giving, she had died ― and had left all this. Really, she was angry with Mrs. 
Ramsay. With the brush slightly trembling in her fingers she looked at the hedge, the step, the wall. It was all Mrs. 
Ramsay’s doing. She was dead. Here was Lily, at forty-four, wasting her time, unable to do a thing, standing there, 
playing at painting, playing at the one thing one did not play at, and it was all Mrs. Ramsay’s fault. She was dead. The 






て。)   (Ibid., p.199) 
 
It was some such feeling of completeness perhaps which, ten years ago, standing almost where she stood now, had 




was to choose out the elements of things and place them together and so, giving them a wholeness not theirs in life, 
make of some scene, or meeting of people (all now gone and separate), one of those globed compacted things over 








he was growing famous. People said that his poetry was ‘so beautiful.’ They went and published things he had written 
forty years ago. There was a famous man now called Carmichael, she smiled, thinking how many shapes one person 
might wear, how he was that in the newspapers, but here the same as he had always been. He looked the same - greyer, 








Charles Tansley did that too: it was part of the reason why one disliked him. He upset the proportions of one’s world. 
And what had happened to him, she wondered, idly stirring the plantains with her brush. He had got his fellowship. He 
had married; he lived at Golders Green. 
．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．
and making it his business to tell her women can’t write, women can’t paint, not so much that he believed it, as that for 
some odd reason he wished it? There he was, lean and red and raucous, preaching love from a platform (there were ants 
crawling about among the plantains which she disturbed with her brush－red, energetic ants, rather like Charles 










のかしら？ そこに，痩せこけて，赤ら顔で，しゃがれ声のあの人が演壇から愛を説いていたのです）  
(Ibid., p.261) 
 一方、リリーは海の彼方の燈台に意識が遷る。
‘ He must have reached it,’ said Lily Briscoe aloud, feeling suddenly completely tired out. For the Lighthouse had 
become almost invisible, had melted away into a blue haze, and the effort of looking at it and the effort of thinking of 
him landing there, which both seemed to be one and the same effort, had stretched her body and mind to the utmost. Ah, 












‘It will rain,’ he remembered his father saying ‘You won’t be able to go to the Lighthouse.’ The Lighthouse was then a 
silvery, misty-looking tower with a yellow eye that opened suddenly and softly in the evening. Now- 
 James looked at the Lighthouse. He could see the white-washed rocks; the tower, stark and straight; he could see that it 
was barred with black and white; he could see windows in it; he could even see washing spread on the rocks to dry. So 
that was the Lighthouse, was it? 
 No, the other was also the Lighthouse. For nothing was simply one thing. The other was the Lighthouse too. It was 
sometimes hardly to be seen across the bay. In the evening one looked up and saw the eye opening and shutting and the 










うに思えた。） (Ibid., p.247) 




and one could see the waves breaking in white splinters like smashed glass upon the rocks. One could see lines and 
creases in the rocks. One could see the windows clearly; a dab of white on one of them, and a little tuft of green on the 
rock. A man had come out and looked at them through a glass and gone in again. So it was like that, James thought, the 
Lighthouse one had seen across the bay all these years; it was a stark tower on a bare rock. It satisfied him. It confirmed 
some obscure feeling of his about his own character. The old ladies, he thought, thinking of the garden at home, went 
dragging their chairs about on the lawn. Old Mrs.Beckwith, for example, was always saying how nice it was and how 
sweet it was and how they ought to be so proud and they ought to be so happy, but as a matter of fact James thought, 















why was it so short, why was it so inexplicable, said it with violence, as two fully equipped human beings from 
whom nothing should be hid might speak, then, beauty would roll itself up; the space would fill; those empty flourishes 
would form into shape; if they shouted loud enough Mrs.Ramsay would return. ‘Mrs,Ramsay!’ she said aloud, 





叫んだ。[ラムゼイ夫人！]涙は顔を流れおちた。)   (Ibid., p.239) 
Suddenly the window at which she was looking was whitened by some light stuff behind it. At last then somebody 
had come into the drawing-room; somebody was sitting in the chair. For Heaven’s sake, she prayed, let them sit still 
there and not come floundering out to talk to her. Mercifully, whoever it was stayed still inside; had settled by some 









ような位置に落ち着きました。あれで絵の構図が少しかわります。） (Ibid., p.267)  
Ah, but what had happened? Some wave of white went over the window pane. The air must have stirred some flounce 
in the room. Her heart leapt at her and seized her and tortured her. 
 ‘Mrs.Ramsay! Mrs.Ramsay! she cried, feeling the old horror come back－to want and want and not to have. Could she 
inflict that still? And then, quietly, as if she refrained, that too became part of ordinary experience, was on a level with 
the chair, with the table. Mrs。Ramsay ʊit was part of her perfect goodness to Lily ʊsat there quite simply, in the chair, 









た。そこに腰をおろしていたのである。)  (Ibid., p.268) 
  Quickly, as if she were recalled by something over there, she turned to her canvas. There it wasʊher picture. Yes, 
with all its greens and blues, its lines running up and across, its attempt at something. It would be hung in the attics, she 
thought; it would be destroyed. But what did that matter? She asked herself, taking up her brush again. She looked at 
the steps; they were empty; she looked at her canvas; it was blurred. With a sudden intensity, as if she saw it clear for a 
second, she drew a line there, in the centre. It was done; it was finished. Yes, she thought, laying down her brush in 






























So with the house empty and the doors locked and the mattresses rolled round, those stray airs, advance guards of 
great armies, blustered in, brushed bare boards, nibbled and fanned, met nothing in bedroom or drawing-room that 
wholly resisted them but only hangings that flapped, wood that creaked, the bare legs of tables, saucepans and china 
already furred, tarnished, cracked. What people had shed and left －a pair of shoes, a shooting cap, some faded skirts 
and coats in wardrobes －those alone kept the human shape and in the emptiness indicated how once they were filled 
and animated; how once hands were busy with hooks and buttons; how once the looking-glass had held a face; had held 
a world hollowed out in which a figure turned, a hand flashed, the door opened, in came children rushing and tumbling; 
and went out again. Now, day after day, light turned, like a flower reflected in water, its clear image on the wall opposite. 
Only the shadows of the trees, flourishing in the wind, made obeisance on the wall, and for a moment darkened the pool 




















 It might well be, said Mrs. McNab, wantoning on with her memories; they had friends in eastern countries; gentlemen 
staying there, ladies in evening dress; she had seen them once through the dining-room door all sitting at dinner. Twenty 
she dared say in all their jewellery, and she asked to stay help wash up, might be till after midnight. 






Thinking no harm, for the family would not come, never again, some said, and the house would be sold at Michaelmas 
perhaps, Mrs. McNab stooped and picked a bunch of flowers to take home with her. She laid them on the table while 
she dusted. She was fond of flowers. It was a pity to let them waste. Suppose the house were sold (she stood arms 
akimbo in front of the looking-glass) it would want seeing to – it would. There it had stood all these years without a 
soul in it. The books and things were mouldy, for, what with the war and help being hard to get, the house had not been 
cleaned as she could have wished. It was beyond one person’s strength to get it straight now. She was too old. Her legs 
pained her. All those books needed to be laid out on the grass in the sun; there was plaster fallen in the hall; the 
rain-pipe had blocked over the study window and let the water in; the carpet was ruined quite. But people should come 
themselves; they should have sent somebody down to see. For there were clothes in the cupboards; they had left clothes 
in all the bedrooms. What was she to do with them? They had the moth in them －Mrs. Ramsay’s  things. Poor lady! 
















って話だね。もう幾年かまえに，ロンドンでさ。) (Ibid., P.179-180) 
 マクナブ老婆の語りによって消失した人々が蘇えってくる。リリーが絵を完成してラムゼイ夫人を再生さ
せるまで，亡き人が愛した持ち物を示しながら夫人の性格や存在を我々読者に喚起させる。
Why the dressing-table drawers were full of things (she pulled them open), handkerchiefs, bits of ribbon. Yes, she 
could see Mrs. Ramsay as she came up the drive with the washing.‘Good-evening, Mrs. McNab,’ she would say. She 
had a pleasant way with her. The girls all liked her. But dear, many things had changed since then (she shut the drawer); 
many families had lost their dearest. So she was dead; and Mr. Andrew killed; and Miss Prue dead too, they said, with 
her first baby; but every one had lost some one these years. Prices had gone up shamefully, and didn’t come down again 








灰色の上衣を着た奥さんをよく覚えているよ。)  (Ibid., P.180) 
And rats in all the attics. The rain came in. But they never sent; never came. Some of the locks had gone, so the doors 
banged. She didn’t like to be up here at dusk alone neither. It was too much for one woman, too much, too much. She 












The house was left; the house was deserted. It was left like a shell on a sandhill to fill with dry salt grains now that life 
had left it. The long night seemed to have set in; the trifling airs, nibbling, the clammy breaths, fumbling, seemed to 
have triumphed. The saucepan had rusted and the mat decayed. Toads had nosed their way in . Idly, aimlessly, the 
swaying shawl swung to and fro. A thistle thrust itself between the tiles in the larder. The swallows nested in the 
drawing-room; the floor was strewn with straw; the plaster fell in shovelfuls; rafters were laid bare; rats carried off this 
and that to gnaw behind the wainscots. 
Tortoise-shell butterflies burst from the chrysalis and pattered their life out on the window-pane. Poppies sowed 
themselves among the dahlias; the lawn waved with long grass; giant artichokes towered among roses; a fringed 
carnation flowered among the cabbages; while the gentle tapping of a weed at the window had become, on winters’ 















 For now had come that moment, that hesitation when dawn trembles and night pauses, when if a feather alight in the 
scale it will be weighed down. One feather, and the house, sinking, falling, would have turned and pitched downwards 










 If the feather had fallen, if it had tipped the scale downwards, the whole house would have plunged to the depths to lie 
upon the sands of oblivision. But there was a force working;   (Ibid., p.151) 
（もし羽毛がおちて，秤皿が下にさがり平衡を失ったなら，家はことごとく，地底にくずれおちて，忘却の
砂原に横たわることとなったろう。しかし，ある力が動いていた。） (Ibid., p.184) 




































































Yes, that was done then, accomplished; and as with all things done, become solemn. Now one thought of it, cleared of 
chatter and emotion, it seemed always to have been, only was shown now, and so being shown struck everything into 
stability. They would, she thought, going on again, however long they lived, come back to this night; this moon; this 
wind; this house: and to her too. It flattered her, where she was most susceptible of flattery, to think how, wound about 
in their hearts, however long they lived she would be woven; and this, and this, and this, she thought, going upstairs, 
laughing, but affectionately, at the sofa on the landing (her mother’s) at the rocking-chair (her father’s); at the map of 
the Hebrides. All that would be revived again in the lives of Paul and Minta; ‘the Rayleys’－               
she tried the new name over; and she felt, with her hand on the nursery door, that community of feeling with other 
people which emotion gives as if the walls of partition had become so thin that practically (the feeling was one of relief 
and happiness) it was all one stream, and chairs, tables, maps, were hers, were theirs, it did not matter whose, and Paul 

































He had always kept this old symbol of taking a knife and striking his father to the heart. Only now, as he grew older, 
and sat staring at his father in an impotent rage, it was not him, that old man reading, whom he wanted to kill, but it was 
the thing that descended on him – without his knowing it perhaps; that fierce sudden black-winged harpy, with its talons 
and its beak all cold and hard, that struck and struck at you( he could feel the beak on his bare legs, where it had struck 












 They would soon be out of it, Mr. Ramsay was saying to old Macalister; but their children would see some strange 










She looked at her picture. That would have been his answer, presumablyʊhow ‘you’ and ‘I’ and ‘ she’ pass and 
vanish; nothing stays; all changes; but not words, nor paint. Yet it would be hung in the attics, she thought; it would be 
rolled up and flung under a sofa; yet even so, even of a picture like that, it was true. One might say, even of this scrawl, 










つもりでした。)  (Ibid., p.238) 
 [The sea without a stain on it, thought Lily Briscoe, still standing and looking out over the bay. The sea is stretched 
like silk across the bay. Distance had an extraordinary power; they had been swallowed up in it, she felt, they were gone 









る。])   (Ibid., p.249) 
So much depends then, thought Lily Briscoe, looking at the sea which had scarcely a stain on it, which was so soft that 
the sails and the clouds seemed set in its blue, so much depends, she thought, upon distance: whether people are near us 
or far from us; for her feeling for Mr. Ramsay changed as he sailed further and further across the bay. It seemed to be 
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例えば、book という英語の単語には /búk/ という音声と「本」という意味が二つとも備わっ
ていなければ言語として機能しないということが分かる。今仮に /duk/ という音声を持った












語の book という単語には複数を意味する接尾辞の –s が付加されて books になるというような
規則を扱い、後者は bookという単語に冠詞の aが付いて a bookという句になったり、Johnとい
う主語の後には openedという動詞がきてその後には a bookという目的語がきた場合には、John 
―25―
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分析が進められている。そのようなものの一つに語彙素 (lexeme) という概念がある。Cf.Coseriu(1967), 
Martinet(1964). 
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Learner Interpretation and Use of Medical English Task Design 
Lesley D. Riley, Yukio Kashima, Yoshimutsu Ohguchi, Aya Tamari 
Abstract   
Part I of this research study (Riley, 2005) presented results of a pre-course survey and post-
course needs analysis administered to Japanese medical and pharmaceutical university students. 
The study aimed to identify a clearer picture of language learners with specific needs in order to 
apply this knowledge toward designing materials for classroom use. Part II (Riley, 2007) 
reported students’ feedback regarding preferences for various medical topics and classroom task 
types and presented an example of a collaborative classroom task designed to reflect task-based 
language learning principles toward addressing the many variables of learners’ language learning 
needs. Part III investigates these language learning variables; in particular, self-selected 
groupings and topics, and individual and collaborative research report design based on Internet 
use. Qualitative data is presented showing how students interpret and consequently act upon a 
medical English task designed to meet the needs of learners identified to date in this study. The 
processes learners go through in order to successfully complete the task are presented and 
discussed in terms of language use, task ease or difficulty, and enjoyment levels. Primary 
participants in the study are three fourth year medical students at the University of Toyama who 
have multiple roles as students in a Medical English class, as post-course ‘research-participants’, 
and co-authors of this paper. The paper also discusses the issues of task assessment, learner goals, 
learner reflection, and self-regulated learning.
Introduction  
Over recent years in language teaching and learning, a trend has been observed toward linguistic syllabi 
built around the sequencing of real-life, communicative tasks. Proponents of this syllabus-type contend that such a 
context provides a richer exposure to language use while at the same time providing the motivation required for 
learners to build on their existing language repertoires. A primary aim of communicative tasks is to bring learners 
closer to real-life language experiences. Attempting to accomplish this aim has led to the development of task-
based learning (TBL). TBL involves the arrangement not of a sequence of language items, but rather a sequence of 
communicative tasks to be carried out in the target language. Fundamental to what is defined as a communicative 
task is the exchange of meanings. “One feature of TBL is therefore; that learners carrying out a task are free to use 
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any language they can to achieve the outcome: language forms are not prescribed in advance” (Willis & Willis, 
2001, p. 173 - 174). This learner-centered feature encourages active involvement of the learner and promotes self-
directed learning. Breen (1987) points out the advantages of linking learning tasks with a learner-centered 
approach. He draws attention to the frequent disparity between what the teacher intends as the outcome of a task, 
and what the learners actually derive from it. Teachers cannot be sure exactly how learners may perform or 
achieve a task. Nevertheless, from a pedagogical perspective, the overall purpose of task-based methodology is to 
create as many opportunities for language learning and skill development as possible (Ellis, 2003). To help achieve 
this purpose, and of significance for practitioners and materials designers, Ellis proposes 8 principles: 
“1) Ensure an appropriate level of task difficulty, 2) Establish clear goals for each task-based lesson, 3) Develop an 
appropriate orientation to performing the task in the students, 4) Ensure students adopt an active role in task-based 
lessons, 5) Encourage students to take risks, 6) Ensure that students are primarily focused on meaning when they 
perform a task, 7) Provide opportunities for focusing on form, and 8) Require students to evaluate their 
performance and progress” (Ellis, 2003, pp. 276-278). 
When weaving task-based language learning into task design, it is also necessary to consider principles of 
materials design. Johns (1985) identifies three main principles: authenticity, relevancy to learners’ goals, and to 
convey information. Materials should also provide learners with a wide variety of opportunities to use the target 
language to achieve communicative purposes and help learners feel at ease and develop confidence. What is being 
taught should be perceived by learners as relevant and useful, and require and facilitate learner self-investment 
(Tomlinson, 1998). This paper attempts to address what learners actually do and how they interpret and use 
classroom tasks designed to meet their specific language learning needs. 
Participants  
The target population for Part III of this study at the University of Toyama, Sugitani Campus, comprises 
67 university fourth year medical undergraduates, 48 male and 19 female, attending a required Medical English 
course in Spring, 2008. Of these 67, three have unique multiple roles as students, research-participants and co-
authors. Their reflective comments are interspersed throughout this paper. All three are native speakers of Japanese, 
speak English well, and one student speaks a little Chinese and Indonesian. All students have had English language 
classes upon entering the university as medical majors, of six, 90 minute lessons, once a week. These comprised 
compulsory first year classes, elective classes in their second year, and required Medical English in their third and 
fourth years of study. Their 64 peers undertook the same task but it is not with in the scope of this paper to include 
all large scale results. Rather, the focus is a case study perspective which the authors believe reflect how a 




A post-course survey was administered to the three research-participants in Fall, 2008 with the purpose of 
identifying retrospectively how the task design was used, which steps were enjoyed most, provided most learning, 
were most difficult and the extent to which English was used during the process of task completion. The data from 
the survey was subsequently used in a second instrument as interview guidelines. Qualitative feedback from 
interviews was recorded and analyzed. Additionally, participants extended the classroom task post-course by 
editing their reports and writing multiple drafts. 
Research Questions 
1. How do medical students interpret and use a given classroom task? 
2. To what extent are they successful in completing the task? 
The Course Task  
 The primary objective of the task, presented in Appendix A, requires learners to read online medical resources in 
English in order to write short reports on medical topics. Students first need to access and join HEALTHbeat and 
subsequently receive free e-mail newsletters. HEALTHbeat, chosen for it’s clear and easy to understand language, is an 
online medical newsletter which has articles on many health topics from Harvard Health Publications, Harvard Medical 
School, Boston, USA. Students are required to read current e-mail articles as well as browse archives to decide on a self-
selected topic, report their findings in a written report, and present this orally to their peers. The task primarily focuses on
reading in English, using summarizing and paraphrasing writing skills as well as a variety of oral communication skills. 
Students could choose to work alone or with a partner, but were ultimately required to collaborate in small groups. 
Importantly, they could choose to link their survey topic to their medical major, or a topic of personal interest.  
㩷
The Process  
 This section of the paper reports salient interview data from the three ‘research-participants’ reflecting on how they 
interpreted the task and describing their reactions to the processes they went through, both in and out of the classroom, in 
order to successfully complete the task. All data is reported as combined quotations for each task-dependent step. 
Accessing and joining HEALTHbeat 
‘I did both these very easily’; ‘I believe HEALTHbeat is one of the best sources for this kind of research, that is, classroom 
research for medical students, to know about medical issues in advance’. 
Reading archives online 
‘I especially enjoyed doing this’; ‘I’ve travelled to other countries. I recognize that students in foreign countries have some
questions or doubts versus Japanese who believe their teacher when they say or publish something’. ‘I had to go over many 
titles and articles (it took 1-2 hours)’; ‘I didn’t have enough time to read each article on a topic and mostly read headlines 
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and important paragraphs’. 
Deciding on a Topic 
‘I’m not so interested in actual articles; rather how my peers feel about medical topics, especially published articles…’; ‘I 
have an interest in healthy food so this was easy’; ‘It took a certain time to decide on a topic for a number of reasons. 
[Suggestion: It would help if the teacher chose in advance, for example, 10 topics depending on students’ interests.]’. 
Narrowing a topic to a subtopic 
‘There were many subtopics – a little overwhelming. Too many choices’; ‘Not so difficult. I came up with it naturally’. 
Explaining a rationale for choosing a topic 
‘My interest was clear so this was easy’; ‘I found it was quite interesting to look into physical and physiological change 
with aging. I had a personal connection to the topic’. 
Reading articles and selecting parts 
‘There were some technical terms I didn’t know, so I consulted a dictionary’; ‘I sometimes felt difficulty with medical 
terms. I used an English-Japanese/Japanese- English dictionary’. 
Planning an outline using sub-headings 
‘I applied this to my reading, not writing. For other study, reports, and reading a report, these are a really good help. I feel
my reading speed is a little faster’; ‘The articles were clear and short, so I could plan it easily and make my own if not 
included’; ‘Sub-headings used were not so useful (symptoms, treatment, diagnosis etc) because my topic is not about 
disease but physical change with aging. So, optional sub-headings are good’. 
Taking notes, paraphrasing, summarizing 
‘The points of the articles were a good level and easy to understand, so note-taking was not difficult’.  
Giving definitions of medical words 
‘I gave definitions only of key words’; ‘Sometimes difficult’. 
Making visual aids – charts, graphs 
‘I wanted to use Power Point but not enough time!’; ‘I used Power Point because it’s visual material for audience to 
understand easily. Japanese professors give this kind of lecture’. 
Writing the report 
‘The report guidelines from our teacher were clear so I could write my report easily’. 
Presenting the report orally 
-‘It was very enjoyable. But my peers didn’t understand completely. I had to translate parts. I realized my peers were using 
medical topics so they can understand common ideas, but my topic was not about a medical disease so they found it 
difficult’; ‘I personally wanted to have more time in presenting and answering’. 
Answering peer’s questions 
‘My skills of conversation are poor, so I had difficulty’; ‘There was a narrow time to answer. An immediate response is 
necessary and requires me to summarize quickly. It’s a surprise element. They need to understand the whole report story. 
We have to train how to answer questions in an impromptu way. But its’ important to find out what impressed the audience 
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or what they want to know…..I would like to watch myself on video. It’s the best way to review my own presentation. 
Visual tools can give us more information than other tools for reviewing’. 
General comments
 ‘I really miss English-English native speaker classes. Even in China, that wasn’t possible. It was Chinese English, sort 
of broken English’. 
 ‘Many Japanese actually hope to have higher skills of English especially in listening and speaking (or expressing 
oneself in public). However, most of them don’t like to have chances of communication by using English. There is a 
big gap! I think this is mostly because they are extremely afraid of making mistakes during conversation or 
presentation etc. But it also true that some of them are brave enough to make mistakes in order to progress with their 
communication ability and actually achieve their hopes’.  
 ‘About “USE” of English: I suggest getting “informed consent”, saying that standing on the edge of a cliff and 
plunging into a valley is the best way to improve your English skills. To say this to every learner in advance should be 
somewhat useful’. 
The above comments reflect different ways of using the task; both the ease and difficulty encountered in various steps of the 
process and provide helpful feedback for fine-tuning materials design. Completed reports by the research-participants are 
presented in Appendix D.  
Assessment 
Developing criteria to evaluate task-difficulty and to operationalize task-based second language 
performance assessment for rating learner performance on different tasks is an ongoing one that requires further 
intensive investigation (for more details see Skehan, 2001; Brown, et al, 2002; Norris, 2005). For the current 
HEALTHbeat task, it was considered important to determine learners’ reaction using triangulated forms of 
assessment. In this current task design, learners have four forms of assessment: 
1) Self-assessment -- on completion of an oral presentation in small groups, reflecting on (i) written skills 
and (ii) oral skills. 
2) Peer assessment – indirect assessment, in terms of providing feedback, asking questions, holding group 
members accountable for their reports. 
3) Teacher assessment -- using a rubric for written reports as well as general observation of behavioral 
processes in the classroom over the course time. 
4) Self-Regulated Learning (SRL) 
Self, peer and teacher assessment
Appendix B represents a one-time checklist for individual students to reflect and evaluate their oral performance 
immediately after presenting their research report to their peers and to grade themselves using a ‘C, C+, B-, B, B+, A-, A’ 
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scale. In general, all 67 students reacted to this form of evaluation very favorably. The chart provides a chance for students 
to comment on separate skill areas as well as think of ways to improve, such as: “A shorter summary is needed”, “I should 
memorize the main words”, “It’s necessary to make expressions easier”, “Sometimes I could not speak fluently”, “I think I 
need more visual aids in my report”, “I need more construction for my report”, “My sub-title was too long”. And although 
most students graded themselves a little severely, they were fairly accurate when compared with the teacher’s assessment.  
The rubric used by the teacher for the written report (see Appendix B) reinforces the task criteria with an avenue for further 
feedback. 
Self-regulated learning  
A separate and ongoing form of evaluation is presented in Appendix C. This evaluation is connected to the concept 
of self regulated learning (SRL), a metacognitive concept based on the benefits to students who take responsibility for 
managing their own learning (Riley & Harsch, 2008). The language learning strategy form is one of a sequence designed for 
classroom use to help students identify, monitor and connect strategies and use. The form is introduced in the first lesson of 
the course. Students are asked to reflect on and write about their personal goals in 4 areas – identify overall goals for a 
medical English course, articulate their perceived areas of strength in learning English, the language skills they need to 
develop, and to think of any strategies to help develop their language skills. At the end of each lesson, students spend 5-10 
minutes, or more, completing the checklists and writing notes about new language learned in the ‘Learning Log’. By 
attempting to link pre-course goals to during and post course performance, learners are reminded of their individual 
purposes of study and are more aware of the extent to which they have achieved any of their goals or made any 
improvements toward them.  
Over the 7-week course, the majority of students for Checkpoint #1 checked responsibility for their own learning 
as ‘always true’ or ‘often true’. Responsibility refers to a range of ideas including preparing homework on time, 
participating fully during class time by listening, speaking, reading, writing or thinking in English, as well as paying 
attention to grammar and vocabulary and general high quality involvement in all aspects of the English class. For 
Checkpoint #2, in all cases, students’ percentage of use of English in class time increased, with many students indicating 
use between 75-95%. One student commented about the process of reflecting on his own learning: “It gave me a chance of 
thinking about whether I really devoted (time) to thinking and speaking in English. Otherwise I may not care about it”.  
Learner goals  
One of the notable aspects of SRL was the extent to which all students identified personal language learning goals 
they wished to achieve in their medical English class. All were related to language skill areas.   Of the 67 students, by far 
the most salient ranking was for goals related to oral skills – those of conversation, speaking in different situations, 
pronunciation and fluency. Specific goals were diverse, such as: ‘to speak English with self-confidence, to speak English 
fluently using medical English, speak English frequently, talk using many expressions, to speak up without hesitating, 
remember correct pronunciation, to enjoy English conversation and speak to many people, to be able to talk with patients, to 
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talk with foreigners about medical topics, to not only speak English but also use body (language) face, hand etc, and to 
enjoy talking in English’. 
Ranked second highest, were skills linked to vocabulary including general English and medical terminology, such 
as : ‘to learn easy technical words, develop medical vocabulary, learn medical English terms, search for and use vocabulary, 
gain vocabulary, know many words and learn many medical vocabulary and be able to speak’.
Listening and general communication ranked third and fourth, combining skills such as: ‘develop better listening 
skills, practice listening and speaking skills in English, strengthen my memory of medical terms and ensure using them 
orally with fluency, to listen and understand the teacher speaking, understand what other people say in English, to 
communicate with foreigners and learn to communicate with ordinary people and foreign medical students about medical 
issues’. Grammar, reading and writing were not identified at all in connection with personal goals for the course, although it 
is possible these skills were inherently used and embedded in the more salient ones.
Student reflection and feedback on using English: Post task 
 The research-participants were asked post-course which steps in the research task they: a) enjoyed most, b) learned 
the most, c) used the most and d) found the most difficult. They all ranked ‘enjoyment’ highest. They identified 10 areas of 
‘enjoyment’ including accessing the HEALTHBeat website, reading archives on line, deciding on a topic, explaining 
rationale for topic choice, reading articles and selecting parts, taking notes and paraphrasing, giving a personal opinion, 
making visual aids such as graphs and charts using Power Point, presenting oral reports and answering peers’ questions. In 
other words, they enjoyed most steps of the process from the outset to completion. In terms of ‘learning most’, steps 
identified included reading archives on line, narrowing a topic to a sub-topic, explaining the rationale, reading articles and 
selecting parts, planning an outline using sub-headings, giving definitions of medical words, and self-evaluation; but in 
particular an emphasis on writing the report and presenting it orally – and thus in addition to note-taking, paraphrasing and 
summarizing, ‘using’ English the most in these latter two areas.  
Difficulties 
Many students experienced difficulties with the oral presentation, but the research-participants reported only one 
area of real difficulty – that of answering their peer’s questions. This reflects the challenge any speaker has when faced with
impromptu and unknown questions to immediately address in English.  
Their reflective comments included:  
 “My skills of conversation are poor, so I had difficulty”. 
 “But my peers didn’t understand completely. I had to translate parts. I realized my peers were using medical topics so 
they can understand common ideas, but my topic was not about a medical disease so they found it difficult” 




Task-Based Learning (TBL)  
Can Japanese students learn from TBL successfully? Medical students at the University of Toyama have 
experienced some TBL approaches in English classes over the past 4 years. For example, ‘Tutorial’ or ‘Problem-based 
Learning (PBL)’ classes are offered in special subjects on medicine. In these classes, students discuss freely possible 
ways they can complete the tasks and then carry them out. Students are expected to display competence to solve practical 
and concrete problems and an ability to communicate with each other in English using medical terms. The linguistic 
competence and success of TBL depends on whether members of a group understand the aim of this method. However, 
there are some students who don’t - or aren’t willing to - understand the aim, so TBL isn’t carried out effectively.  Is TBL 
suitable for Japanese students? 
Japanese learning style 
Burrows ( 2008) describes the aim of TBL as satisfying four conditions of exposure, motivation, real language and 
a focus on form, which others also claim are necessary for effective second language learning. One element of the success 
of TBL depends on the degree of student involvement. But many Japanese students have preconceptions that they should be 
taught certain ways to learn. The teacher-centered nature of the Japanese education system shapes student’s expectations 
and beliefs about the language learning process. Additionally, Japanese students are often reluctant to engage with or 
question the teacher, instigate discussion, bring up new topics, clarify information and answer voluntarily. Because of these 
barriers facing TBL it can be difficult for Japanese students to use TBL effectively to achieve its aims. These socio-cultural 
barriers to TBL methodology “necessitates teachers adopting activities which may seem too teacher-centered, but meet 
student expectations and maximize student involvement in the learning process’’ (Burrows, 2008, p.19).  To help overcome 
this compromise, we believe a TBL approach can help provide effective language learning for Japanese students if they are 
prepared to make an appropriate effort.  
Learner use of task-based materials  
Throughout the whole process the task required, many students felt difficulty doing an oral presentation in the 
class. Presentation plays an important role in transmitting the essence of the job to others both visually and orally with 
more efficiency than other methods, such as notes or written report. An appealing presentation depends on speakers’ ability 
to express themselves in an impressive way. To develop ability to give a presentation, it seems students have to learn very 
specific skills, which are quite different from the ones required in learning speaking, writing, grammar, and so on. In 
research literature on teaching English to speakers of other languages, Bygate (2001) discusses this issue of oral 
presentation. He stresses that essential elements for developing the skills in speaking, are fluency, accuracy, and complexity,
using tasks where learners are required to make efforts to integrate these skills in challenging situations. One research-
participant writes: “I personally agree with this developing research, because giving myself intentional pressure at the time 
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I gave my presentation, made me more used to the situation and I could start thinking positively about how to develop 
speaking skills”. 
Criteria for task completion 
The extent to which students were successful in completing the task depended on many variables. Our data 
identified salient criteria as: 1) opportunity for students to select their own topics of interest, thus providing ownership; 2)
choosing to collaborate with peers; 3) having multiple opportunities to practice, use and organize English within the 
process of the task, thus increasing complexity of language production in terms of fluency, accuracy and complexity (Ellis, 
2003) and 4) reflecting on the extent to which they could achieve various language skills. Classroom management also 
allowed time for planning and writing reports. Additionally, the HEALTHbeat articles were easily accessible, addressed 
diverse topics, and were useful and at a level of difficulty that was challenging but appropriate. Students did not feel 
overwhelmed with medical terminology and could understand the majority of the reading content.  
Conclusion  
Observing learners is an important part of making informed curricular decisions. This study has attempted to 
examine the many variables of how medical students interpret and use a given classroom task and the extent to which it can 
be successfully completed. In this paper, the primary focus has been upon how learners actually “use” English materials 
both within and outside the parameters of the classroom and has examined the extent to which task design can meet the 
needs of the learners and optimally enhance language learning. In general, students used a wide variety of strategies and 
personal preferences of ways to complete the task, opening it up to wide interpretation and possibly misunderstanding or 
inability to meet the task criteria. However, it was precisely this flexible aspect of task design, described above, that did 
help learners meet the task criteria. 
The issue of how tasks operate in classroom environments and their impact on learners’ perceptions is still unclear 
and further studies are needed. For now, perhaps a student maxim is a useful suggestion, that ‘standing on the edge of a cliff 
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Appendix A       HEALTHbeat: Medical English Research Task.
Goal: To use online medical resources for writing short reports on medical topics. 
Instructions 
• Join HEALTHbeat for the free e-mail newsletter. 
• Visit www.health.harvard.edu/healthbeat and fill out the form. It’s very easy.. 
• HEALTHbeat will send reports to your personal e-mail address. 
• Browse HEALTHbeat to find reports of interest to you  http://www.health.harvard.edu
• Use the worksheets from your teacher to make notes and plan a summary for your report.  
• Your report should be about one page and take about 2-3 minutes to present in groups.  
• Be prepared to answer questions from classmates about your topic. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
1. What is HEALTHbeat?
HEALTHbeat is an online medical newsletter which has articles on many health topics from Harvard Health 
Publications, Harvard Medical School, Boston, USA.  
2. Sample topics from the HEALTHbeat database  
Harvard Medical School publishes authoritative Special Health Reports on a wide range of topics.  
Each report delivers practical information on diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of major health concerns in clear, 
easy-to-understand language.  
For more information on a specific topic, click the appropriate link below: Alzheimer’s, Arthritis, Bladder, Cholesterol,
Depression, Diabetes, Digestion, Energy, Exercise, Eye Disease, Headache, Heart Disease, High Blood Pressure, Memory,
Menopause, Prostate, Sexuality, Sleep, Stroke, Vitamins
3. To view archives of past HEALTHbeat e-newsletters click on “click here” in the e-mail. 
4. To stop receiving HEALTHbeat You can remove yourself from the e-mailing list at any time by clicking this link.
(this message will be in your e-mail) 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Report Guidelines:
Include the following information in your report
• Topic (general) and sub-topic (narrowed)   
Example #1. Topic: Knees and Hips   
Sub-topic: Common Knee Problems with a 6-Step Trouble-Shooting Guide.  
Example #2. Topic: Blood pressure (BP)   
Sub-topic: Why is my blood pressure higher in one arm than the other? 
• Include a description of the topic, symptoms, diagnosis, treatment, prevention, advice etc… 
• Where needed, explain and give definitions of any medical words to benefit your audience. 
• It is useful when listing steps or tips to use numbers or bullets to clearly show each point. 
• Remember!! Your purpose is to clearly communicate with your group so they easily follow! 
• You can also choose to show your report using Power Point and/or include visuals aids. 
• After your presentation, you will complete a ‘Self Evaluation’ form. 
Topic, subtopic, Reason for selecting this topic:
Suggested sub-headings to cover:
**Description of disease                 **Symptoms                           **Treatment                            **Diagnosis     
**Prevention                                                      **Advice & Conclusion                    **add your own…
A one-page space supplied for note-taking here 
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Appendix B                  Self Evaluation: Medical English Oral Presentation
Use the checklist below to evaluate your own presentations. Circle the grade you feel you deserve.  
Name: _________________________________________________________ID# _____________ 
Report #1 Self-evaluation statements Grade My comments 
1. My topic was clearly introduced. C, C+, B-, B, B+, A-, A 
2. Main points were clear and understood by peers. C, C+, B-, B, B+, A-, A 
3. My opinion was clear & connected to my topic. C, C+, B-, B, B+, A-, A 
4. My voice was clear and easily heard. C, C+, B-, B, B+, A-, A 
5. I spoke using eye contact vs. reading it. C, C+, B-, B, B+, A-, A 
6. My report was about the right length (2-3 mins.)  C, C+, B-, B, B+, A-, A 
7. I answered questions from my peers. C, C+, B-, B, B+, A-, A 
Extra points: I used helpful visual aids. C, C+, B-, B, B+, A-, A 
 Overall grade:  
Ways I could improve my report and/or presentation:  
Self Evaluation: Medical English Written Report
Name: _________________________________________________________ID# _____________ 
 HEALTHbeat: Task completion Points 
1 Clear topic and sub-topic ………../2 
2 Introduction & rationale ………../3 
3 Appropriate sub-headings ………../2 
4 Content: Summarizing and paraphrasing ………../8 
5 Conclusion ………../2 
6 Medical definitions ………../1 
7 Grammar and syntax ………../2 
8 Visual aids (optional) 




Appendix C      Self-Regulated Learning 
Questions to reflect on: 
1. What are my overall goals for this Medical English language learning class?  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
2. What are my areas of strength connected to learning English? _____________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
3. What language learning skills do I need to develop? _____________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
4. What strategies can I use to develop these skills? ________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
Checkpoint #1: “I am responsible for my own learning”. To what extent is this true of me this week?
5 = always true         
4 = often true         
3 = sometimes true         
2 = hardly ever true         
1 = never true         
                    Week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - - 
Note: For week 7, think about responsibility in terms of preparation and study for the Final Exam. 
Checkpoint #2: “Today, I used about __________% using English.  
(Used = listened, spoke, thought, read, wrote) 
%         
Week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - - 
1. My average percentage over 7 weeks: ____________________________________________ 
2. How does this process of reflecting on your own learning help you become better at managing
your own learning? _______________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________








**Write extra notes on the back of this page. 
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Appendix D    
Vision and aging: Morphological and functional change of our eyes 
Yukio Kashima 
Introduction 
As we become older, we come to feel more anxious about losing our good eyesight than before, and we 
are more at risk of for serious disease and other eye problems. Actually, my eyes have deteriorated year 
by year, especially after entering the medical school three years ago at the age of forty-four, where due 
to long hours of work I often worry about the natural change of eyes with aging; for example, 
“presbyopia”, a condition where with age, the eye exhibits a progressively diminished ability to focus 
on near objects.  
Dispelling myths 
The first HEALTHbeat article I looked into (Safeguarding, 2008) shows that when we talk about the 
above issue, we should consider separately whether eyes may completely lose sight over time or simply 
have less ability to see than before. Though my main concern was the latter, I found it was actually not 
so serious in terms of a medical issue. I discovered  five ‘myths’ about keeping our vision like “Doing 
eye exercise will delay the need for glasses,” or “Reading in dim light will worsen your vision”, and 
“Eating carrots is good for the eyes.” etc (Safeguarding, 2008). The point is, such ‘myths’ are never 
based on scientific evidence and therefore can’t provide a direct relationship to loss of eyesight. In 
addition, the article stressed that completely loss of sight (becoming blind) is usually caused by serious 
diseases such as diabetes or glaucoma. 
Night vision 
In order to know more about reduced vision, I looked into a second HEALTHbeat article, which 
focused on how we lose night vision with aging (Driving, 2008). For me, it provided further 
understanding about losing sight in different situations. Now I make sure that my main concern about 
the issue is mainly a matter of physiology, instead of pathology. According to the article, causes for 
weakening our night vision with aging are as follows: 
① The iris which comprises a tiny set of muscles that control the size of the pupil get weaker and less 
responsive with aging. This shrinkage allows less light to enter the eye, so the pupil dilates more 
slowly in darkness. 
② The lens becomes less transparent, which leads to a gradual loss of light passing through the lens, 
resulting in cataracts. 
③ Rods, the extremely sensitive cells which provide black-and-white images and are critical for night 
vision, can become a third fewer in old age.  
④ Rhodopsin, the pigment which enables eyes to see in the dark after exposure to bright light 




The above are my main findings at this time. However, I am not sure whether such ‘physiological 
changes with aging’ can be avoided and if possible, to what extent. This is the next question to further 
investigate. 
Also, I found that how to keep our vision should largely depend on medical advice based on scientific 
evidence because, for example, severe eye problems usually have a background of basic disease like 
diabetes or a family history of glaucoma. Therefore, what we should realistically care about is to have 
regular medical eye checks, instead of ‘blindly’ believing in myths concerning eyes. 
References  
Driving safely as we get older. Harvard Women’s Health Watch, June, 2007. Retrieved June 06, 2008, from  
http://read.health.harvard.edu/user/user.fas/s=784/fp=3/tp=76?T=open_summary,957683&P=summary
Blinded by the night. Harvard Women’s Health Watch, June, 2007. Retrieved June 28, 2008, from 
http://read.health.harvard.edu:80/user/user.fas/s=784/fp=3/tp=76?T=open_article,957684&P=article&high
light=eyes




Mediterranean Eating: A recipe for long life & good health 
Yoshimutsu Ohguchi 
Research Resource 
In our Spring Medical English class, we researched medical topics that each student was interested in. 
Our source was “HEALTHbeat”, Harvard Medical School's free e-mail newsletters and its archives 
(URL: http://www.health.harvard.edu/healthbeat/archive.html).
Background and Rationale 
As I was interested in the relationship between food and health in this society of long life, I chose two 
topics - Good cholesterol (HDL) and Mediterranean diet - in order to see if there was a correlation 
between food and health. The latter topic is presented here. 
What is this life - extending Mediterranean diet? 
According to Ferrari (2008), a Mediterranean diet helps reduce the risk of heart disease and cancer, and 
is especially beneficial for smokers. The essential point of a Mediterranean diet is to keep the helpings 
of meat and dairy products (the full-fat food) to a moderate level. But the most important and appealing 
point is the à la carte aspect of Mediterranean diet. For example, 1) plenty of unprocessed food such as 
whole grains, nuts, legumes, fruits and vegetables, 2) large amount of unsaturated fat such as olive oil, 
and 3) moderate amounts of dairy products, fruit, fish, poultry and wine. The reporter says, “The whole 
is probably greater than the sum of any particular parts” (Ferrari, 2008).  
Conclusion 
In Japan the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of Health and Welfare and the Ministry of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fisheries (New, 2000) advised that if we want to live healthy lives, we should have 
balanced diets based on the principal food, the main dish and the sub dish. This online article also 
suggests that there are some healthy recipes in a Mediterranean diet and that its essential point is 
variety of food. I again realized that richness in food is deeply related to our health.  
References  
Ferrari, N. (2008). A recipe for long life and good health: Mediterranean Eating. .Harvard Health Publications.
Retrieved June 10, 2008, from http://www.health.harvard.edu/healthbeat/HEALTHbeat_031808.html
The Ministry of Education, Ministry of Health and Welfare and Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries. 




Questioning the validity of research articles 
Aya Tamari 
I am curious about how much we can trust published articles. I think people tend to believe 
articles easily. Is this because they are published documents or perhaps because people don’t have an 
inquiring mind? There are many interesting articles in HEALTHbeat archives of Harvard Medical 
School. I found a report called “Lifetime Achievements”. This report, based on the average number of 
years a person of given age, gender, and race is expected to live, says that we can actually find out 
when our life will end. Now, we can see our life expectancy using a statistical crystal ball. This crystal 
ball is not like a fortune-teller’s, but is more mathematically based on data (Lifetime, 2008). Recently, 
our life-expectancy is getting longer and longer. Because of avoidance of mortal dangers, huge 
progress in medicine, science and our general circumstances of daily life, we are seen to be staying 
healthy much longer. These influences have something to do with our life-expectancy. 
There is an interesting quiz in a HEALTHbeat article called a “Mortality quiz”, a government-
funded study of the health of Americans over 50 (Lifetime, 2008). This quiz claims to give a clear 
picture of individual destiny or “prognostic index” and to be about 80% accurate. The quiz is based on 
data from the Health and Retirement Survey (HRS) in a journal of the American Medical Association. 
The questions are about medical issues and life style, such as body mass index and exercise. After 
finishing on-line responses, the quiz calculates our own score and our life expectancy.  
But, in my opinion, we can’t trust this result one hundred percent. Why? Because we have 
different circumstances, culture and race. Additionally, it is unrealistic to answer the quiz using only 
“Yes or No”. “Yes or No” questions can’t take into account our various life styles. This quiz can be a 
good guide to our life expectancy, but we can still control our own life style and life expectancy. I 
think perhaps Japanese tend to believe these kinds of quizzes more readily than Americans. 
I also think a statistical crystal ball is similar to a fortune-teller’s crystal ball! We have to 
remember that we can’t totally believe medical articles just because they are published. We should 
have our own filter and question information even though it is published and like this article also 
acknowledges, “take the results with a grain of salt” (Lifetime, 2008, p.3). Don’t you think so? 
Reference 
















































































































































































































































TED:  The Emotion Detector
ID:      Intentionality Detector
EDD:   Eye Direction Detector
SAM:   Shared Attention Mechanism
TESS: The Empathizing System
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